4. CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1 Introduction to Charging Infrastructure
In order for consumers to purchase PEVs, especially BEVs, they must feel that the existing network
of charging stations, also known as electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), is sufficient to meet
their charging needs. Although most PEVs will be charged overnight at home, public and workplace
charging stations are needed to bolster market acceptance of PEVs. It is also essential that public
infrastructure be mapped out online so that PEV drivers can easily locate these stations. The
primary focus of the Charging Infrastructure Working Group was to identify strategies for facilitating
the deployment and mapping of strategically located public and workplace charging infrastructure.
Key stakeholders in the region needed to implement these include public and private property
managers, EVSE vendors and installers, EVSE makers, utilities and local governments.

4.2 Existing Charging Infrastructure
Public
Over 40 public charging stations have been installed at 21 different sites in the Asheville region as of
October 2012, with additional stations in various stages of site planning and installation. This
includes 36 Level 2 charging stations and five Level 1 stations (Figure 4.1). This level of charging
station deployment is high for a region of Asheville’s size, but there are still large gaps in this regional
network of public charging stations, as can be seen in Figure 4.2. There are currently no public
charging stations in Madison County and Transylvania County. There are also no public DC fast
charge stations in the Asheville region. The majority of charging infrastructure deployment has
occurred in Buncombe County. Public charging stations have also been deployed at four sites in
Henderson County and one site in Haywood County. A full list of public and workplace charging
stations in the Asheville region is provided in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.1 Public and Workplace PEV Charging in the Asheville Region by County
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Figure 4.2 Public and Workplace Charging Stations the Greater Asheville Region
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Figure 4.3 Public and Workplace Charging Stations the City of Asheville

Over twenty of the public charging stations that have been deployed in the region are Eaton Level 2
EVSE that are manufactured at their Asheville facility. There are also a large number of solar
powered charging stations in the region that have been built and installed by Brightfield
Transportation Solutions, an start-up company based in Asheville (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4 Brightfield solar charging station at City of Asheville Public Works Lot

Figure 4.5 Public Charging Station at Haywood Community College
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Figure 4.6 Public and Workplace EV Charging Sites in the Asheville Region
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Networked Public Charging Stations
Networked charging stations can:
 communicate EVSE location and status information to online maps or mobile devices,
 collect charging usage data for EVSE owners, and
 allow EVSE owners to restrict access and accept payment for charging.
Some EVSE manufacturers, such as Chargepoint and Blink, have equipped all of their charging
stations with network capabilities and provide all of these features as part of a package service to all
of their EVSE customers. ChargePoint stations installed by Brightfield Transportation Solutions (BTS)
at BioWheels, Land-of-Sky and the City of Asheville Public Works lot are part of the Chargepoint
network, and feed station status information directly to the Chargepoint online map and to the AFDC
Alternative Fueling Station map (Figure 4.7). This allows a PEV driver in the area to use a mobile
device to see whether one of these stations is being used or if it is out of service. These network
capabilities also allow BTS to accept payment for charging.
Figure 4.7 Networked Public Charging Stations in the Asheville Region
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Figure 4.8 ChargePoint Charging Station at Land-of-Sky Office

Public Charging Station Access and Payment
Charging is currently free and unrestricted at the majority of public charging stations in WNC. Access
to charging stations on the ChargePoint network (Land-of-Sky, the City of Asheville Public Works lot,
BioWheels) requires the use of a ChargePoint card, and in January 2013 BTS plans to begin
assessing a $1.50 per hour fee for charging at these stations. PEV drivers without a ChargePoint
card can also access and pay for charging at these sites by calling a toll-free number listed on the
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charging station. While charging is free at all other sites in the region, access to charging stations in
the College Street Parking Deck requires the payment of an hourly parking deck fee.
Figure 4.9 Level 2 Public Charging Stations in North Carolina, August 2012

Workplace
Workplace charging stations are defined here as private charging stations for use by fleet vehicles,
employees, customers or guests. During the planning process five workplace charging sites were
identified with a combined total of ten charging stations (Figure 4.6). Many of these charging stations
are located at Eaton’s facility in Asheville (Figure 4.10). Free workplace charging for employees at
Eaton serves as perk that has helped to incentivize PEV adoption by several employees.
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Figure 4.10 Workplace Charging Stations at Eaton Facility

Residential
Based on PEV registration data for counties in the Asheville region, it could be estimated that there
are over 30 private residential charging stations in the Asheville region. In August 2012 there were
close to 40 registered PEVs in the region that were leased or owned by individuals, and the majority
of these individuals have likely installed a Level 2 charging station in their home. While virtually all
battery electric vehicle (BEV) owners are expected to install a Level 2 charging station in their home,
it is possible that some plug-in hybrid (PHEV) owners have found it sufficient to charge their smaller
batteries on an existing 110 volt outlet (Level 1) in their home.
Figure 4.11 Local Volt Owner’s Level 2 Home Charging Station
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Figure 4.12 Estimated Charging Infrastructure in the Asheville Region, August 2012
Charging
Location
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Workplace
10
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41
*Residential estimate based on number of PEVs in region registered to individuals

4.3 Current Charging Infrastructure Deployment and Mapping
Advanced Energy EVSE Project
In 2011 the CVC partnered with Advanced Energy to deploy charging stations in the Asheville region
using match funding from a NC State Energy Office (NC SEO) grant. With the help of this grant local
partners installed stations at the following locations:
 City of Asheville Public Works Lot (3 solar L2 stations, 1 L1 plug)
 Land-of-Sky Regional Council office (3 solar L2 stations, 1 L1 plug)
 Town of Black Mountain (2 L2 stations)
 Montreat Conference Center (1 L2 station)
 City of Hendersonville Dogwood Parking Lot (2 L2 stations)
 Haywood Community College (1 L2 station)
Figure 4.13 Public Charging Station in Black Mountain, NC installed as part of Advanced
Energy EVSE Project

Progress Energy Charging Station Project
In 2011 and 2012 Progress Energy installed charging stations at the following locations:
 Asheville Area Chamber of Commerce (2 L2 stations)
 Ingles Market on Hendersonville Rd. (2 L2 stations)
 Buncombe County College Street Parking Deck (2 L2 stations)
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Mapping of Public Charging Infrastructure
 The EV Committee has maintained a Google map of public charging stations in the Asheville
region since February 2011. This map is posted on the EV Committee website
 Since April 2012 the EV Committee has also been submitting public charging station
locations and data to DOE for posting on the AFDC Alternative Fueling Station Map
 The EV Committee has also worked with local PEV owners to make sure that stations are
added to Crowd-sourced online EVSE maps such as Plugshare and to the CarWings onboard map in the new Nissan LEAFs at local dealerships
Brightfield Transportation Solutions
 Asheville-based start-up that received NC Department of Commerce Green Business Fund
grant to launch their business and install grid-tied solar charging stations
 Solar integrated charging stations installed at City of Asheville Public Works lot, Land-of-Sky
Regional Council office, BioWheels bike shop, and UNC-Asheville campus
Public EVSE Planning
Public Level 2 charging stations are best located near popular destinations where vehicles are
parked for at least one hour. Downtown parking areas are ideal for public charging because they are
located near a wide range of amenities. Other suitable locations for public charging stations include
regional shopping centers, large entertainment venues and conference centers, school and college
campuses, airports and popular recreation areas. In the Asheville region popular tourist destinations
are also being considered for public charging station deployment.
During the planning process the Charging Infrastructure Working Group worked with the French
Broad Metropolitan Planning Organization to map focus areas for public EVSE deployment in the
Asheville region and developed a list of potential public charging sites within these focus areas
(Figure 4.15).43 This list of potential public EVSE sites was then ranked in priority by attendees at the
next EV Committee meeting. This survey information was used develop a list of primary and
secondard targets for public charging station deployment, including popular tourist locations. Primary
public EVSE targets included downtown Waynesville, downtown Brevard, the Asheville Mall in east
Asheville, Biltmore Village and the Asheville Regional Airport.44 Secondary targets include, but are
not limited to, those shown in Figure 4.14. Popular tourist sites targeted for public charging station
deployment include the Biltmore Estate and the Grove Park Inn, which is also popular as a
conference center. All locations in Figure 4.14 are mapped out in Figure 4.15. The map in Figure
4.16 provides added detail for public EVSE targets in the City of Asheville, including secondary
targets such as West Asheville, the Asheville Civic Center and A-B Technical Community College.

43

Focus areas were developed based on population density, proximity to high traffic corridors, and the
concentration of developed land. Popular tourist locations that fall outside this focus area are still targets for
public EVSE deployment.
44
Level 2 charging in airports is best suited hourly parking areas. Level 1 charging will suffice in daily
parking areas.
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Figure 4.14 Target Sites for Level 2 Public Charging
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Figure 4.15 Public Charging Station Planning Map for Greater Asheville Region
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Figure 4.16 Public Charging Station Planning Map for City of Asheville
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Mapping a 35 mile driving radius from Asheville can also highlight the need for Level 2 public
charging at locations in the region (Figure 4.17). The 35 mile radius represents a conservative
estimate of the round trip range of a Nissan LEAF traveling from Asheville to a destination and back
without an opportunity for charging.45 Destinations such as Brevard and Waynesville are just at the
edge of that range, and inefficient driving through the mountainous terrain of the region reduce these
range estimates. There are currently no public chargings in either city.
Figure 4.17 35 Mile Driving Radius from Asheville

Mapping a 70 mile driving radius from Asheville can highlight the need for DC fast charging at
locations in and around the Asheville region (Figure 4.18). This 70 mile radius represents a
conservative estimate of the driving range for a mid-size BEV, such as the Nissan LEAF, traveling
from Asheville. This map indicates the need for DC fast charging in towns on I-40, such as
Morganton, which would allow a Nissan LEAF to travel from Asheville to Charlotte with only one 30
minute stop to recharge the vehicle. The CVC is working with utilities, state agencies and other
Clean Cities coalitions on the NC PEV Taskforce to identify potential DC fast charge sites that will
allow BEVs to conveniently travel between metro areas.

45

This is also a maximum estimate of the one-way electric driving range for a PHEV such as the Chevy Volt.
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Figure 4.18 70 Mile Driving Radius from Asheville

Potential Workplace Charging Sites
Workplace charging targets have also been considered by the EV Committee, but were not mapped
out during the planning process. Workplace charging is being provided by businesses as perk for
employess or customers that incentivizes PEV adoption. Workplace charging targets for employees
would be ideal at the facilities of large employers such as Mission Hospital, Thermofisher, and
BorgWarner. Level 1 charging may suffice for workplace charging offered to employees. Businesses
that may want to offer private charging for customers include hotels, dine-in restaurants, and various
retail shops. Charging station deployment at hotels and rental car agencies will be an essential part
of any strategy to promote PEV-based tourism in the Asheville region.

4.4 Projected Demand for Charging Infrastructure
Future demand for public and workplace charging infrastucture is expected to follow the trend of PEV
adoption rates in the Asheville region, growing steadily through 2020 and more rapidly through 2030.
Given that most PEVs will be charged overnight at residential locations, the total number of public
and workplace charging stations in demand is expected to be a fraction of the total number of PEVs
in the region.
Future demand for public and workplace charging infrastucture was estimated using PEV sales
projections from the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) for counties in the Asheville region and
an estimated ratio of PEVs to EVSE.46 EPRI uses specific ratios for battery electric vehicles (BEVs),
46

EPRI uses specific ratios for BEVs, PHEV10s and PHEV40s. The EPRI model assumes PEV sales are
equally divided between BEVs, PHEV10s and PHEV40s. A PHEV10 is a Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
with a 10 mile electric range. The Toyota Plug-in Prius is the closest approximation to a PHEV10 that is
currently sold in the US. A PHEV40, such as the Chevy Volt, has a 40 mile electric range.
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PHEV10s and PHEV40s. A PHEV10 is a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 10 mile electric
range.47 A PHEV40 is a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 40 mile electric range.48 These specific
charging demand ratios for each vehicle type account for the different charging behaviors associated
with BEVs drivers and PHEV drivers. The EPRI model assumes that PEV sales are equally divided
between BEVs, PHEV10s and PHEV40s.49 The demand of PEV drivers for charging stations also
assumes that infrastructure is ideally placed. For this reason, these EPRI forecasts for EVSE
demand should be complemented with EVSE planning maps that can show infrastructure gaps in the
region.
Public and Workplace
EPRI’s EVSE projections suggest that by 2020 there will be a need for 450 public EVSE in the
Asheville region to meet the charging demands of almost 8,000 PEV drivers (Figure 4.19). By 2030
the demand for public EVSE could reach 3,000 stations. The majority of these charging stations are
expected to be Level 2, although Level 1 may be more appropriate at locations with longer dwelling
times. There will also be demand for a small number of DC fast charge stations near major highways
for en-route charging. EPRI estimates demand for DC fast charging based on the projected number
of BEVs (e.g. the Nissan LEAF) in the region.
According to EPRI projections demand for workplace charging could exceed 800 EVSE by 2020 and
reach 2,600 EVSE by 2030, with a majority of stations estimated to be Level 1. These workplace
charging stations will be installed for employees, customers, guests, and for a very large number of
fleet vehicles, which will be charged primarily at the workplace.

47

The Toyota Plug-in Prius is the closest approximation to a PHEV10 that is currently sold in the U.S.
The Chevy Volt is the closest approximation to a PHEV40 that is currently sold in the U.S.
49
At this early stage in PEV deployment it is to soon to judge the accuracy of this assumption. Early PEV
sales in the Asheville region have been evenly divided between BEVs and PHEV40s, and PHEV10s like the
Toyota Plug-in Prius were not yet available in North Carolina as of October 2012.
48
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Figure 4.19 Projected Demand for Public and Workplace Charging in the Asheville Region
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Figure 4.20 Projected Demand for Public and Workplace Charging in the Asheville Region
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The majority of charging stations deployed in the Asheville region are expected to be private
residential stations. It is assumed that the majority of individual PEV owners will decide to install
Level 2 charging stations at their home. Some PHEV owners may find that Level 1 charging is
sufficient, and are less likely to install Level 2 home charging stations than BEV owners.
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4.5 Charging Infrastructure Planning
Charging Infrastructure Goals
The Charging Infrastructure Working Group was tasked with addressing the following PEV readiness
goals:
 Facilitate the deployment of charging infrastructure in the region
 Map existing public charging stations
Charging Infrastructure Barriers
Stakeholders identified the following barriers to charging infrastructure deployment in the region:
 Lack of public charging stations
 Lack of DC fast charging in and between metro areas
 Lack of awareness of existing public charging stations
 Cost of installing charging stations, particularly DC fast charge stations
Charging Infrastructure Strategies
Category

Responsible
Parties

Time Frame*

Priority
Level**

CVC staff, French
Broad MPO, EV
Committee
members, property
managers
CVC staff

Ongoing

High

Ongoing

High

CVC staff,
Brightfield, Eaton

Ongoing

High

EVSE hosts

Ongoing

High

Short-term

Education

Educate developers about
pre-wiring for EVSE during
new construction
Educate electrical
contractors on proper
EVSE installation

CVC staff ,
NCPEVTF, EVSE
makers & vendors
CVC staff, EVSE
makers & vendors,
WNC Green Building
Council
Local governments,
NCPEVTF, Utilities,
CVC staff

Category

State-level Strategy

Responsible

Time Frame*

Planning
Mapping

Funding
Education
Education

Education

Strategy

Map target areas for public
EVSE, and partner with
local property managers to
deploy EVSE
Map existing EVSE and
disseminate information
Identify funding
opportunities and develop
proposals for EVSE
deployment
Raise awareness about
existing EVSE hosted by
your organization
Distribute guidance info on
EVSE benefits, costs, siting
and installation
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Parties
Planning

Identify locations for DC fast
charging that allow for longer
all-electric trips between
nearby metro areas

Education

Develop guidance materials NCPEVTF
on EVSE technology &
installation

Level**

NCPEVTF

*Short term (1 year or less); Medium-term (1 to 2 years); Long-term (More than 2 years)
**Strategies with a “High” priority level received the highest scores in a survey that asked
stakeholders to rank their top 5 strategies. All strategies shown in the table were flagged as priorities
by a majority of stakeholders in working group and EV Committee meetings.
Planning
EPRI forecasts that by 2020 the Asheville region will need a network of roughly 450 public charging
stations to meet the needs of nearly 8,000 PEV drivers, not including the charging needs of tourists,
business travelers, and seasonal residents driving PEVs from outside the region. The cost-effective
deployment of EVSE at the locations that best meet this demand for charging will require data
collection, mapping, and planning with public and private stakeholders at the regional level.


Planning for the strategic deployment of public charging infrastructure begins with mapping
target areas for future public EVSE deployment. The CVC will work through the EV
Committee to refine existing mapping of focus areas where there is a need for public
charging. When the locations of existing public charging sites are added to this focus area
map, gaps can be identified within the region and prioritized for future public charging station
deployment. Obvious gaps in the Asheville region where there is a need for public charging
sites include Waynesville and Brevard. Input from PEV owners and other EV Committee
members is also being used to prioritize these charging station deployment targets and
identify more specific locations.
The CVC will also support Brightfield Transportation Solutions in the development of their
Transportation Infrastructure Modeling (TIM) Tool to inform the EV infrastructure planning
decisions for clients and key PEV stakeholders in the Asheville region. The TIM Tool will
quantify and map regional EV market development needs and opportunities. The TIM tool
will provide graphic visualizations of various planning and development strategies to inform
public and workplace EVSE deployment decisions. The TIM Tool will be able to help fleet
managers decide the most prudent way to transition to an EV fleet, or a city decide where to
locate public charging stations to facilitate safe and secure charging for residents. Brightfield
has partnered with the Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI) at UNC-Asheville to
develop the TIM tool.



At primary and secondary target sites where public charging station deployment has been
prioritized, the CVC will partner with local property managers to deploy EVSE. This
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strategy was rated as a very high priority among stakeholders. The CVC will meet with
property managers in these locations to discuss the costs and benefits of deploying charging
infrastructure, evaluate specific sites for installation, and review potential funding options.
When funding does become available, the existence of willing and informed host partners will
allow the CVC to move quickly to aquire funding and deploy charging stations.
Example: The CVC has already reached out to the Town of Waynesville and the
City of Brevard to identify specific downtown parking areas that would be well suited
for public charging stations. In some cases local partners, such as Buncombe
County, have decided to purchase and install level 2 public charging stations without
outside funding.


The CVC will also provide technical assistance with charging station siting as needed to
property managers interested in installing EVSE. This assistance will be based on guidance
materials developed by the NC PEV Taskforce. The CVC can also refer property managers
to electrical contractors experienced with EVSE installation that will provide a free site
assessment and quote.
Example: During the Advanced Energy EVSE project, partner organizations deploying
charging stations attended an EVSE Installation Workshop organized by the CVC and
received free EVSE installation quotes from experienced electrical contractors

Mapping
As demand for public charging increases, accurate information on the location and status of
charging stations will become increasingly important.


The CVC will continue to map public charging sites in western NC , disseminate this
information to local stakeholders, and submit locations to the Alternative Fuels Data
Center for placement on the Alternative Fueling Station map. The AFDC map is
recognized by the PEV industry as the central clearing house for EV charging station location
information. The CVC will also keep track of charging sites in the Asheville region where “EV
Only” parking policies are in place.
Example: A Google map of public charging sites in Western North Carolina is maintained
on the CVC website, and printed handout versions of these maps are distributed to auto
dealers in the region.

Funding
Many car buyers would prefer to wait for a dense network of public charging to pop up before
deciding to purchase an electric vehicle, but governments and businesses that are considering
deploying charging stations would prefer to wait until there are more PEVs on the road. Outside
funding from grants and other sources for charging station deployment can help to address this
chicken-and-egg problem. The early deployment of DC fast charging in particular may require
outside funding due to the high cost of hardware and installation.
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The CVC will continue to identify funding and develop grant proposals that will help
finance the deployment of public and workplace charging to meet the needs of existing
and potential PEV owners. This strategy was flagged as a high priority among stakeholders
in the planning process and many organizations indicated a willingness to assist the CVC
with the development of competitive grant proposals.
Proposals will seek to address the need for public level 2 charging in the targeted
destinations where no stations currently exist, such as downtown Waynesville, and the need
for en-route DC fast charging along major highways.
Example 1: In 2011 the CVC partnered with Advanced Energy to deploy 14 public charging
stations in the Asheville region using match funding from a NC State Energy Office (NC
SEO) grant.
Example 2: The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) is supporting the
development of the West Coast Electric Highway, a network of DC fast charge locations in
California, Oregon and Washington along Interstate 5. The public DC fast charge stations
installed in Washington enable PEV drivers to travel the length of the State, 276 miles on I–5
between Washington’s borders with Oregon and Canada. The $1.5 million project is funded
by U.S. Department of Energy Recovery Act dollars.50
Figure 4.21 I-5 West Coast Electric Highway



The CVC will also provide support to other local partners developing grant proposals to
deploy charging infrastructure.
Example: The CVC is currently supporting Brightfield Transportation Solutions’ application
for grant funding from the Buncombe County Tourism Development Authoirity to deploy solar
powered charging stations at hotels, tourist destinations, and rental car agencies, with the
goal of attracting PEV-based tourism to the Asheville region.

50

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/13novdec/01.cfm
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Figure 4.22 Brightfield Transportation Solutions Proposal for PEV-based Tourism

Education
 Hosts of public and workplace charging stations will raise awareness of their stations
through websites, newsletters and media outlets.
Example: The CVC provided press release templates that local governments used when
unveiling their public charging stations installed through the Advanced Energy EVSE Project.


The CVC will use its website, email and printed handouts to distribute guidance info on
EVSE benefits, costs, siting and installation. The NC PEV Taskforce has developed new
guidance documents to help organizations and individuals select the right charging station
and navigate the installation process.



When funding becomes available to deploy additional charging stations in the region, the
CVC will a host additional workshops to educate electrical contractors and inspectors on
proper EVSE installation.
Example: The CVC has hosted two workshops to educate electrical contractors and
inspectors about EV charging station technology and installation considerations.



Modifying building codes to require that new buildings and parking lots be wired for future
EVSE may be a long term strategy in North Carolina, but in the short term we can promote
this practice on a voluntary basis by educating developers and builders about the
reasons for pre-wiring for EVSE during new construction and rehab projects. As new
home and office parking facilities are planned, builders should consider installing conduit at
some parking spaces for Level 1 and 2 charging stations. This could have ancillary benefits
for the builder such as LEED certification credits for alternative fueling infrastructure. The
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CVC will reach out to local builder associations and the WNC Green Building Council to
assess the best medium for educating builders about pre-wiring for EVSE.
State-level Charging Infrastructure Strategies
The CVC will address some charging infrastructure barriers at the state-level through the NC PEV
Taskforce Infrastructure Working Group.



The CVC will help the NC PEV Taskforce distribute EVSE guidance documents produced
during the planning period, update these documents as needed, and address tasks not
completed as part of the M2S initiative.
The CVC will work through the NC PEV Taskforce to identify locations for DC fast charging
and Level 2 charging that allows for longer all-electric trips between nearby metro areas in
North Carolina.

NC PEV Taskforce Infrastructure Working Group Task List
1. Market assessment on charging infrastructure deployment in NC
o Current count broken down by category if possible (res, workplace, public, fleet, etc.)
o Future forecast of number of stations by category (requires further discussion on
how) and estimate on number of consumer access to each (again, how?)
2. Resource on EVSE technology and vendors (utilize AE and other developed resources),
provide info on best fit, pros and cons, etc.
o Include ranges of features like payment options, metering, etc.
3. Resources to help customers find and choose between installation solutions, including
certifications to consider when hiring and other pertinent information.
4. Best practices for installing charging infrastructure including known codes and information on
location within a specific site
o Cover residential, workplace, multi-family, fleet and public access. Leverage
existing resources such as Advanced Energy
5. Develop optimal “macro” locations for locating public infrastructure and an ideal ratio of
stations to vehicles to accommodate the market while minimizing costs. (See EPRI
research)
6. Preliminary assessment and estimates of the cost of local installation of charging stations by
category and suggestions to minimize costs.
7. Identify a range of potential ownership models, value proposition, pros and cons, and
potential sources of funding/cost recovery for commercial/public infrastructure.
8. Preliminary assessment of charging data and potential grid impact along with forward looking
impact analysis and suggestions to minimize grid impact. (Utilities)
9. What role should/can the State or Municipal government and private business play in hosting
or enabling charging infrastructure?
10. Provide insight into ongoing maintenance and repair requirements and costs of charging
infrastructure and methods to mitigate related costs.
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